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Abstract

Reciprocal teaching has been found to be an effective method in improving

comprehension in school-aged students; however, little research exists on using

reciprocal teaching with adult high school students. This study investigated the efficacy

of using the reciprocal teaching method to improve reading comprehension, promote

independent learning, and improve the quality of discussions within an adult high school

English course. Fifteen students of mixed abilities and ethnicities, ranging in age from

sixteen to fifty, participated in the five-week study in a lower-socio-economic area.

Written assignments, group discussions, and surveys of the students' opinions about

using reciprocal teaching, were analyzed. The outcome was positive. Of the students

surveyed, ninety percent reported benefits from using reciprocal teaching and would

prefer it to traditional instruction; forty percent claimed reciprocal teaching improved

their reading comprehension.
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Introduction: Metacognitive Strategy Instruction

A major concern of reading instructors is promoting independent reading

comprehension. Many younger students are very dependent on adults for help with

reading because they lack self-knowledge of the abilities necessary for successful reading

comprehension. In my work with at-risk elementary students in an urban, title one

district, I have found lack of use of reading strategies to be a major deterrent for true,

independent reading comprehension. Yet, these students are expected to read

independently for standardized assessments.

Much has been documented about the differences between what poor readers and

good readers do while reading. One of the main differences seems to be strategic

behavior. Good readers use more strategies than poor readers. They read with intention

and purpose (Paris, Lipson, and Wixson, 1983). In addition, good readers know how,

why, and when to use study strategies for specific tasks. They analyze the task, reflect

upon what they know or do not know about material, devise plans for successfully

completing the reading, and evaluate and check their progress (Vacca & Vacca, 1989).

According to Haller, Child, and Walberg (1988); Smith (1967) examined reading

strategies of eighth-grade students and found less skilled readers relied mostly on

rereading, whereas skilled readers used strategic behavior such as establishing goals and

asking their own pre-reading questions.

If using strategic behavior is what distinguishes good readers from poor readers,

then it can be said that good readers have conscious control over the reading material.

This control has been referred to as metacognition. "Poor readers tend to read as if they

neither expect nor care that the text makes sense; they do not monitor their
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understanding, nor employ corrective strategies when they fail to understand. Poor

readers lack metacognitive skills" (Otto, 1985, p. 574).

What is Metacognition?

Metacognition is described as the knowledge learners have about reading

strategies and the ability to capitalize upon such knowledge to monitor their own reading

(Vacca & Vacca, 1989, p. 220). According to Haller, Child, and Walberg (1988),

metacognition refers to what a person knows about his or her cognitions and the ability to

control those cognitions (Forrest-Pressley & Waller, 1984). More specifically, Haller et

al. use the term to describe the awareness, monitoring, and regulating of cognitive

processes.

According to Haller , Child, and Walberg (1988), awareness refers to a skilled

reader's consideration of the source of his lack of comprehensionvocabulary,

background, author's presentation, and implicit versus explicit ideas. Monitoring refers

to the ways the reader checks comprehension. It includes relating details to main ideas,

making predictions, evaluating activities, and confirming assumptions. Regulating

involves the use of compensatory techniques such as rereading, skimming and scanning,

and self-questioning. A study by Ruddell (1991) supports the idea asserted in Baker and

Brown (1984) that metacognitive acts are comprised of two components: recognition of

the skills, resources, and strategies needed to perform a specific task, and the use of self-

regulating procedures such as checking, revising, and remediating.

Further evidence that poor readers do not use the metacognitive actions

previously described was found by Paris et al. (1983) in reviewing information by

Brown, Campione, and Barclay (1979). "Poor readers instructed to read a passage often
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read it only once, do not check the difficult parts, and say they are ready for a test without

selective studying" (p. 795). In addition, Paris et al. (p. 795), in reviewing research,

found that "Poor readers do not skim, scan, reread, integrate information, plan ahead, take

notes, make inferences, and so forth as often as more skilled readers" (Anderson &

Armbruster, 1982; Golinkoff, 1976; Ryan, 1981; Sullivan, 1978).

In light of these findings, it should be every teacher's responsibility to attempt to

make young readers strategic readers. Is it possible to teach young students to use

reading strategies independently? In order to answer this question, a summary of the

history leading up to metacognitive strategy instruction needs to be discussed.

History of Metacognitive Strategy Instruction

According to Pressley (1998), comprehension strategy instruction began with

Durkin's study (1979) of grades three through six classrooms. Durkin observed teachers

assessing comprehension, rather than teaching it. Durkin noted that the teachers were

asking questions and spending very little time in comprehension instruction; this became

a major concern for educational researchers who believed that comprehension was a

process, not an outcome. Yet, teachers were insisting on asking students to recall

answers.

Later research conducted by Levin and Pressley (1981) proved that with

scaffolding, students could use strategies to enhance texts, thereby building up their

comprehension. As reported by Fournier and Graves (2002), according to Wood, Bruner,

& Ross (1976), the term scaffolding refers to the ability of a child to complete a task

beyond her ability level with the help of an adult. More recent research in the area of
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scaffolding suggests that it is one of the most effective instructional methods for

increasing reading comprehension (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000).

Knowing that adults could "scaffold" learners' cognitive development,

educational researchers focused on finding a way to infuse this information with

traditional reading instruction (Pressley, 1998). According to Pressley, the reader

response theory introduced by Rosenblatt (1978) helped to solve this problem by

explaining the relationship between reader and text as an interactive, personal experience

requiring active participation from readers. It is the responsibility of reading teachers to

help students capitalize on the interactional aspects of reading so that they may begin to

improve their own comprehension.

A Need to Teach Metacognitive Strategies

As cognitive theorists have shown that learners are active participants in the

learning process, not just "empty cups" to be filled up with a teacher's knowledge, and

because poor readers do not automatically adopt strategic behaviors, the need to teach

metacognitive strategies has become increasingly more obvious (Mayo, 1993). In

reviewing Armbruster, Echols, and Brown (1982), Vacca and Vacca (1989) point out that

because learning is an interactive process dependent on the exchange between teacher,

learner, and text, the learner must be made aware of text, task, and self, and how they

interact before he can use effective studying strategies.

Furthermore, Paris et al. (1983) discussed research that showed there was a

definite need to "coach" beginning readers in effective strategies since children,

especially, are often unaware of the process of reading. "One of the first steps in learning
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to read seems to be the realization that one doesn't already know how" (Mason, 1966, p.

122).

Even if students show signs of metacognitive abilities, they still require reminders

to enforce these skills. Metacognitive abilities begin to develop between the ages of five

and seven and improve with age; however, most students undergo a transitional period

during which they will not apply a given strategy unless reminded to do so (Woolfolk,

1987). Also, Paris et al. (1983) reported that Kail and Hagen (1982) claimed that young

readers often do not create a plan for studying and are insensitive to incomprehensible

messages.

Finally, a study conducted by Schmitt and Baumann (1990) proved teachers in

elementary grades were doing little to foster independence in their students. While they

did an adequate job of helping students to comprehend selections in basal readers,

teachers failed to give instruction in strategic behaviors that students could internalize for

independent use.

Building this knowledge in beginning readers leads to better comprehension in

older readers. In addition to self-knowledge of goals and abilities, beginning readers

must be taught knowledge about how, when, and why to skim, scan, summarize, and take

notes. They need to understand why they are using a particular strategy to be motivated

to remember to use it on their own (Paris et al., 1983).

Effectiveness

Metacognitive strategies have proved effective for a variety of students. Mayo

(1993) discussed some strategies that have proved useful, especially for poor and learning

disabled readers. One involved asking self-inquiry questions to meet self-described
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goals; the other involved comprehension monitoring, a form of self-directed summarizing

in which students stop periodically to retell what they have learned. By transferring the

responsibility from the teacher to the student, these strategies foster successful,

independent learning. "Comprehension monitoring and affective strategies have shown

positive effects on every stage of the learning process" (Pressley & Harris, 1990, p. 131).

The following metacognitive strategies were effectively implemented in a variety

of classroom settings. Using a note-taking metacognitive strategy worked well for older

students by helping them become more independent learners when reading their

journalism text, as evidenced by higher test scores and better responses to study guides

(Lindquist-Sandmann, 1987). A study led by Rottman and Cross (1990) used a

comprehension strategy with learning-disabled elementary students to help stimulate their

awareness of how, when, and why to use different strategies. The results showed

students' awareness of their cognitive strategy use was increased. Weir (1998) used

embedded questions to help middle school students to remember to stop and "think

aloud" during their reading; students made improvements in their metacognitive abilities

as evidenced by test results.

Another strategy-instruction study involved presenting upper- grade- level at-risk

readers with lessons in self-questioning techniques. The results are as follows, "Students'

increased awareness of the metacognitive strategies involved in ReQAR will nurture

spontaneous self-questioning and deeper semantic processing in at-risk readers (Helfeldt

& Henk, 1990, p. 509). In addition, a study of junior high school students showed

metacognitive instruction to be particularly effective in improving reading

comprehension (Haller, Child, & Walberg, 1988).

I..0
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Further studies reported by Schmitt and Baumann (1990) also resulted in positive

transfer of metacognitive strategies. Some of these studies included generating questions

about story structure (Short & Ryan, 1984; Singer & Donlan, 1982) and reciprocal

questioning techniques (Risko & Feldman, 1986).

In reviewing Brown, Campione, and Day (1981), Helfeldt and Henk (1990)

claimed, "There is ample evidence to support the premise that students who do not

spontaneously apply metacognitive learning strategies can be taught to do so" (p. 509).

Guidelines for Explicit Instruction of Strategies

It has been established that students can be taught to comprehend and monitor

their own comprehension strategies and lack of strategies. How is this accomplished?

With the guide of an adult who will transfer ideas about strategic reading, students can be

taught to comprehend and employ metacognitive strategies.

Because students need to be reminded to use their metacognitive abilities,

teachers should be explicit in their instruction of these strategies. Vacca and Vacca

(1989) reported on Pearson's work (1982b) to explain the importance of this type of

instruction for transferring metacognitive information from teacher to students. Explicit

instruction helps students to grasp the rationale behind using the strategy. It shows them

what to do, as well as why, how and when to do it. "Explicit instruction helps students

develop independent strategies for coping with the kinds of comprehension problems

they are asked to solve in their lives in schools" (Pearson, 1982b, p.22).

Some guidelines for explicitly teaching metacognitive skills discussed by Vacca

and Vacca (1989) include the following four components: assessment, awareness,

modeling and demonstration, and application. In the assessment component, students are
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given a passage that should take ten to fifteen minutes to read and are assigned a

particular strategy to use, such as summarizing. The teacher observes their actions while

reading and asks them to respond in writing to several key questions about the use of the

strategy.

In the awareness phase, teacher and students discuss the observations and

responses from the written questions. The teacher discusses the rules and procedures

necessary for successful use of the strategy and has students practice the procedures again

on a short selection.

In the next phase, called modeling and demonstration, the teacher reviews the

steps and has students keep a personal account to record reactions to reading strategies.

The teacher demonstrates the strategy by raising questions about the procedure and

"thinking aloud," stopping at key points to ask questions and provide prompts.

Reinforcement is given by providing the students with more practice and quizzes.

The final component, application, is an ongoing process during which the

strategies would be used to read classroom materials. The teacher can continue to

reinforce metacognitive strategies by replacing some teacher-directed activities with

more student-directed tasks such as note taking or retelling (Vacca & Vacca, 1989).

Mayo (1993) reported that the application component of metacognitive strategy

instruction is the most difficult to sustain because "Students fail to transfer and apply

strategies to new learning situations and other content areas (Baron, 1981, p. 131). To

help teachers assist students in maintaining the strategies, Mayo reviewed some basic

guidelines adopted from Pressley and Harris (1990). They include modeling the

strategies with meaningful tasks, emphasizing only one type of strategy at a time,
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demonstrating with think-aloud processes, giving feedback, and practicing with a variety

of contexts and situations.

Several studies have highlighted the effective transfer of strategies from teacher

to students. Dewitz, Can and Patberg (1987) used structured overviews, cloze

procedures, and a self-monitoring checklist to enable fifth-grade students to improve their

cognitive processes during reading. According to Dewitz et al., "The results of the

present research demonstrate that children can be trained to increase their inferential

comprehension of expository text, and to apply these skills to comprehending unfamiliar

materials" (p. 116). Furthermore, the students were able to apply the strategies weeks

after the training had ended; they seemed to master the self-monitoring strategies (Dewitz

et al., 1987).

Maloch (2002) described the changing role of the teacher during literature

discussion groups. Maloch noted that Worthy and Beck (1995) explained that changing

classroom discussion from teacher to student-led discussion requires the teacher to

become a facilitator, rather than a leader. Maloch emphasized the need to make students

less dependent on teachers by changing dialogues in classrooms from teacher-led to

student-centered interactive processes.

Explicit Metacognitive Strategy Instruction with Reciprocal Teaching

A well-known study that is based on teachers transferring control of their

instruction onto students to increase their ability to comprehend reading materials

independently is reciprocal teaching method (Palincsar and Brown, 1984).

What is Reciprocal Teaching?
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Much research exists on the metacognitive strategy called reciprocal teaching.

Developed by Palincsar and Brown (1984), this dialogue-based strategy in which the

teacher explains and models the approach, and then members of the group take turns

leading the group, greatly impacted on the teaching of comprehension strategies

(Pressley, 1998). According to Routman (2000), "Reciprocal teaching is interactive

scaffolded instruction in which the teacher leads a group of students as they dialogue

their way through a text to understand it"(p. 136). The technique was originally

researched on middle school students who were poor in comprehension skills, but

adequate in decoding (Palincsar, 1986). These students were taught to use four strategies

to promote interaction and improve comprehension.

The four strategies developed by Palinscar and Brown (1984) are as follows:

questioningstudents identify key information and formulate questions about it that

increase others' understanding; clarifyingwhen a failure in comprehension occurs,

students note the source of the breakdown and take steps to restore meaning (examples

include rereading, reading ahead, asking for assistance); predictingactivating

background knowledge by thinking about what will happen; and summarizingpaying

attention to important information across sentences, paragraphs, and pages of text

(Routman, 1999).

Purpose of Reciprocal Teaching

The four comprehension strategies were chosen to help those students who could

pronounce words in text, but who could not give ample evidence of their comprehension.

Therefore, the purpose of the strategies was to facilitate meaning from texts in a group

effort between teacher and students and among students, thereby providing instructional
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support for each other through the use of the four comprehension strategies (Dermody &

Speaker, 1999).

The idea behind reciprocal teaching is to have the teacher instruct students in the

strategies until they have mastered them enough to gradually shift the dialogue from

student to students (Brown & Palincsar, 1989). According to this model of reciprocal

teaching, the teacher guides the learning, while students participate by commenting on

other students' summaries, asking other questions, commenting on others' predictions,

asking for help with something they did not understand, or helping others to understand.

As the teacher's role changes from leader to supporter, the students' dialogue becomes

more cooperative. One student summarizes, another comments, one asks questions,

another answers, one identifies a difficult word, the others help to define it, one makes

predictions, and the others find evidence to support it. As this dialogue occurs, the

teacher explains how, when, and why these strategies can be used again and again for

new texts (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994).

How Does Reciprocal Teaching Work?

By emphasizing how to apply the four comprehension strategies, the teacher,

through explicit metacognitive strategy instruction, transfers those good reading habits

onto students. This is accomplished by consciously releasing control of the dialogue onto

the students, who take turns playing the role of the teacher (Brown & Palincsar, 1989).

According to Lysynchuk, Pressley and Vye (1990), understanding and awareness

of comprehension is accomplished through reciprocal teaching in the following manner:

Making predictions activates prior knowledge and creates expectations, thereby

increasing meaningfulness and memorability of text (e.g., Anderson & Pearson,
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1984); seeking clarifications promotes both monitoring of comprehension

difficulties and use of reprocessing strategies like selective search for relevant

content and rereading (e.g., Baker, 1985); generating questions promotes

integration of text (Davey & McBride,1986); and summarizing promotes analysis

and selective encoding (e.g., Brown & Day, 1983) (p. 470).

Summarizing also allows the instructor to gauge whether material has been understood

completely, possibly cueing further processing (Rinehart, Stahl, & Erickson, 1986).

The guided learning that is the basis of reciprocal teaching is based on three

theories (Brown & Palinscar, 1989). According to Rosenshine & Meister (1994), the first

theory that reciprocal teaching is based on is Vygotsky's zone of proximal development

(1978). This refers to a child's potential ability to learn with help from another despite

development; children can be instructed to learn beyond their developmental level with

scaffolding (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994).

The second theory is proleptic teaching (Wertsch & Stone, 1979; Rogoff &

Gardner, 1984). This refers to procedures most often found during apprenticeship

instruction in which adults "shape" a novice until he or she is ready to do the job

independently (Brown & Palincsar, 1989).

Third, the term most associated with the release of control also found in

Reciprocal teaching is known as expert scaffolding (Wood, Bruner, & Ross, 1976). "In

expert scaffolding, the expert acts as a guide, shaping the learning efforts of the novices

and providing support for the learning until it is no longer needed" (Rosenshine &

Meister, 1994, p. 484). Scaffolding procedures include limiting tasks to make them

manageable, motivating students to remain interested, pointing out critical features, and
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demonstrating solutions to problems and explaining them to the student (Wood et al.,

1976).

These theories provided a model of instruction for reciprocal teaching: guided

practice, expert modeling, expert peer support, and fading of support as competence

develops (Rosenshine & Meister, 1994).

Why Use Reciprocal Teaching?

Because teachers are often faced with the problem of students having good

decoding skills but inadequate comprehension skills, they need to be able to successfully

train students to use metacognitive strategies; otherwise, these readers will continue to

read passages emphasizing words, not meaning (Dermody & Speaker, 1999). Because

research has shown that poor readers can be successfully trained to use metacognitive

strategies (Dermody, 1987; Dermody & Speaker, 1995; Raphael & Wannacot, 1985;

Guthrie et al., 1996), the social and interactive design of the reciprocal teaching strategies

makes them successful activities to use for demonstrating the cognitive activities in

which good readers engage while reading a text (Bereiter & Bird, 1985). Reciprocal

teaching strategy provides students with the opportunity to reveal their independently-

generated coping strategies, thus ensuring internalization of the strategies, as well as

sharing those strategies with other readers (Palincsar & Klenk, 1992).

The strategies students employ independently are necessary for comprehension

during silent reading, an activity required for students of all ages to pass state and

national language arts assessment standards. Reciprocal teaching method, according to

research, has proved effective during silent reading (Palincsar, 1998).
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Reciprocal teaching was found to be effective for improving understanding with

students of all ages, including first graders responding to text read aloud (Routman,

1999). Most importantly, according to Brown and Palincsar (1989), reciprocal teaching

exposes students to various points of view and to the ways of supporting those

viewpoints; therefore, it helps students to learn the reading content, as well as teaches

them how to read new content. Students, in this way, are being taught to internalize the

use of the strategies to make them more independent and successful learners (Pressley,

1998). Furthermore, Slater and Horstman (2002) report that students exposed to

reciprocal teaching increased their use of strategies taught and their group participation,

increased their learning when reading independently, and were able to maintain the gains

made through its use.

Due to the lack of reported scaffolding instruction in schools today, reciprocal

teaching is needed to provide students with the modeling necessary for internalization of

good reading strategies (Slater and Hortsman, 2002). Reciprocal teaching fosters

metacognitive strategy internalization by imparting intentional learning, in contrast to

incidental learning. In other words, the modeling done by teachers during the instruction

helps students, especially students with learning disabilities, to take responsibility for

their own learning (Palincsar & Klenk, 1992).

A Need for Further Study

In reviewing sixteen different studies of reciprocal teaching strategy, Rosenshine

and Meister (1994) found the following problems. First, there was little evidence of the

quality of the reciprocal teaching dialogue. This issue prompted Palincsar (1986) to list

evaluative measures of dialogue for future studies. These measures focused on the
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quality of the dialogue to gauge the depth of the students' interaction with the text.

Pressley (1998) also reported a need to improve on observing the efficacy of reciprocal

teaching because of the difficulty in monitoring students' comprehension, as well as their

use of too many literal questions. Another problem Rosenshine and Meister (1994)

discussed was how well the strategy had been taught; it was more successful, for

instance, when the four comprehension strategies were directly taught. In addition to

these reported problems, Rosenshine and Meister (1994) emphasized the need for more

studies to be conducted on helping to implement reciprocal teaching strategy instruction

into classrooms, as well as conducting more research using different prompts and

procedures while implementing the strategy into classrooms.

Despite the various problems reported by Rosenshine and Meister (1994), the

authors emphasized the need for more studies on reciprocal teaching strategy because of

the positive contributions Palincsar and Brown (1984) found in relation to comprehension

fostering and comprehension monitoring. Using reciprocal teaching instruction taught

students practical strategies to utilize to comprehend actual material, rather than

providing them with worksheets for instruction and assessment. Moreover, the work

done by Palincsar and Brown (1984) clarified the use of the concept of scaffolding

between teacher and students and students and their peers (Rosenshine and Meister,

1994).

Review of Reciprocal Teaching Studies and Results

Replication Results

In a study replicating Palincsar and Brown's experiment (1984), Lysynchuk,

Pressley, & Vye (1990) found results similar to those found in the original experiment-
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reciprocal teaching was shown to improve reading comprehension in fourth and seventh-

grade students who were identified as adequate decoders, but poor comprehenders.

The procedure, comparable to the experiment originally designed by Palincsar

and Brown (1984), had teachers explaining and modeling four comprehension strategies

together. Next, students took turns executing the strategies in a reading group, modeling

after the teacher. The adult teacher guided and gave feedback as needed; other students

provided feedback as well. Instructional support was reduced as students became more

experienced in the strategy use. During the introduction and the review of the strategies

at the beginning of each session, metacognitive information was provided by the teacher

in the form of how, when, why, and where to use the strategies.

In a standardized test of reading comprehension, the reciprocally trained group

was found to make improvements. According to Lysynchuk, Pressley, and Vye (1990),

The outcomes reported here and the Palincsar and Brown data support the

conclusion that patient teaching of reading strategies can improve reading

performance. When powerful strategies are taught by teachers who provide

instruction adjusted to student difficulties, there is plenty of reason to be

optimistic that measurable gains in reading competence will follow (p. 481).

Regular Primary School Classroom

The authors of this study were interested in recording the results of using

reciprocal teaching in regular primary school classes by regular classroom teachers with

no additional material or staffing assistance (Kelley, Moore & Tuck, 1994). This study

was prompted by the results of research that showed metacognitive skills develop

gradually and appear later than other skills (Brown, Day & Jones, 1983; Brown &

16
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Smiley, 1978), but that the skills could be explicitly taught and utilized to increase

comprehension in those readers who would not automatically set purposes nor apply self-

questioning and monitoring strategies (Haller, Child, & Walberg 1988).

In order to test the effectiveness of reciprocal teaching in a regular classroom

setting, Kelley et al. (1994) chose fourth and fifth grade students who were six months to

two years below age norms in reading. Teachers conducted twenty-minute sessions

during their regular reading programs using non-fiction articles. To assess the efficacy of

the reciprocal teaching strategy, the researchers used ten questions comprised of text-

explicit, text implicit, and script-implicit information (Pearson & Johnson, 1978).

Following the guidelines set forth in Palincsar and Brown (1984), the teachers

started a discussion to get predictions. Students had to read a short passage, write a

summary, devise a teacher-like question, make a prediction about what might happen

next, and ask for clarification if needed (Kelley, Moore, & Tuck, 1994). Teachers

initially modeled metacognitive strategies while students were active in discussion. They

took turns as dialogue leader and applied the strategies with coaching from teachers.

Finally, they were explicitly taught how to use strategies when reading other texts (Kelley

et al., 1994).

According to the authors, the effects were positive. "In association with the

reciprocal teaching program, the students in the two experimental groups showed

significant gains in reading comprehension, as measured by both the daily tests and the

pre and posttest results of the standardized measure of comprehension" (Kelley et al.,

1994. p. 58). In addition, the authors noted that these students maintained reading levels

eight weeks later.
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Students with Special Needs

In addition to being an effective comprehension-building strategy for fourth and

fifth grade students in a regular classroom environment, reciprocal teaching was found to

be an effective approach when teaching social studies with fourth, fifth, and sixth graders,

including some with learning disabilities (Lederer, 2000). In examining strategies for

effective comprehension, Lederer (2000) found reciprocal teaching to be a practical

means of transferring those strategies onto readers who were lacking in self-monitoring

techniques. The strategies included the following abilities: differentiating between

relevant and irrelevant information in texts, summarizing, making inferences, generating

questions, and monitoring for understanding (Dole, Duffy, Roehler, & Pearson, 1991).

Younger students, and especially younger students with learning problems, have

particular difficulty integrating cognitive and metacognitive motivational skills, a key

component of good comprehension (Short & Weissberg-Benchell, 1989). Because

dialogue helps expand and clarify prior knowledge, peer interaction builds individual

cognition (Palincsar, Brown, & Martin, 1987). Due to the playful nature of reciprocal

teaching, research suggested its use to benefit learning disabled students by helping to

motivate them to be more active readers (Palincsar & Klenk, 1992; Rojewski & Schell,

1994; Borkowski, 1992).

Lederer (2000) studied two methods of using reciprocal teaching in order to prove

that it could benefit students lacking in metacognitive strategy use. One method was

called "reciprocal teaching only," in which all the modeling and instruction took place

during the dialogues with no prior prompting. The second method was "explicit teaching

before reciprocal teaching", in which activities and discussions related to the strategies
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were taught to a whole class before using reciprocal teaching (Rosenshine & Meister,

1994).

Lederer chose social studies textbooks as the material for the study because they

are often difficult to comprehend, due to lack of logically presented ideas and support of

students' prior knowledge (Beck, McKeown, & Gromoll, 1989). Reciprocal teaching

was considered for this type of text reading because of its scaffolded approach to

learning. According to Beck, McKeown, Sinatra, and Loxterman (1991), ". . . in order

for comprehension to occur, young students typically need several reiterations of ideas as

well as opportunities for discussion in order to clarify and elaborate their initial

conceptions" (p. 273).

The results of the study were positive for all students involved, with varying

degrees of significance. Reciprocal teaching strategy caused students to get better at

generating questions and summarizing, as well as gaining social skills. Furthermore,

Lederer (2000) stated that, "Reciprocal teaching did result in significantly higher

performance on reading comprehension measures for the experimental groups compared

to the control groups at all grade levels" (p. 99-100).

A study conducted by Kettmann-Klinger and Vaughn (1996) resulted in similar

findings for English as a Second Language students identified with learning disabilities.

Reciprocal teaching was considered as an approach for helping these students, who were

in greater need than English-speaking learning disabled students due to their limited

proficiency with the language and their differences in background related to prior

knowledge of subjects in texts.
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Another reason for choosing reciprocal teaching as a viable beneficial method of

comprehension-building for English as a second language users with learning disabilities

was, according to research done by Kettmann-Klinger and Vaughn (1996), that these

students were typically placed in classrooms in which word identification and literal

comprehension were taught, instead of comprehension strategies (Allington (1991);

Cummins (1984); Gersten and Jimenez (1994); Hernanded (1991); McGill-Franzen and

Allington (1990).

Finally, research investigated by Kettmann-Klinger and Vaughn has shown

comprehension-improving strategies to be useful for learning disabled, English language

learners, particularly for English-language learners, because of the possibility of

collaboration with others in their native language to understand or explain English

passages (Cazden, 1988; Garcia, 1987/1988, 1992; Richard-Amato, 1992).

Students in the seventh and eighth grades in an urban, Hispanic middle school

received reciprocal teaching modified to include brainstorming before reading with social

studies passages. Also, students were asked to highlight main ideas. Students who

showed the most dramatic gains began with a combination of adequate decoding skills,

but had low comprehension. Reading comprehension improved for these students and

continued to improve with minimal support (Kettmann-Klingner & Vaughn, 1996).

Upper Grades

As is the case for primary-grade students, the need for instructing students in

metacognitive strategies such as reciprocal teaching has also been established for those

students in the upper grades. According to Slater and Horstman (2002), teachers today

face an extraordinary challenge in preparing middle and high school students for
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achievement in literacy in both reading and writing. In fact, Slater and Horstman (2002)

assert that struggling readers and writers in the upper grades are not receiving the

instruction necessary to help them meet national standards.

The reason for this "failure" is that unlike elementary school students, high school

students must receive instruction from a different teacher for each subject; therefore,

students must monitor their own progress and take responsibility for their own learning

(Slater & Horstman, 2002). The authors suggest information taken from Graves &

Graves (1994) and Tierney & Readence (2000) to make a case for implementing

reciprocal teaching into high school reading programs. According to this information, all

students should be exposed to a variety of cognitive strategies to use for their specific

learning needs, and to fit their individual abilities.

A study conducted by Alfassi (1998) with high school students in remedial

reading classes proved the efficacy of reciprocal teaching methods, as opposed to

traditional methods emphasizing skill acquisition. Alfassi (1998) found that discussing

how they were thinking about text exposed these ninth-grade students to different

viewpoints, in addition to providing struggling readers with coaching from other students.

The social setting of reciprocal teaching helped motivate those students who otherwise

lack the self-sufficiency vital for reading comprehension competency.

Two important findings resulted from this study. First, it supported the theory

that reading is a cognitive process, not a set of discrete skills to be mastered; reading

comprehension is a process of developing mastery wherein students utilize strategies to

construct meaning form the text. Second, the results support the practice of using
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reciprocal teaching successfully within group settings as part of the high school remedial

reading curriculum (Alfassi, 1998).

Reciprocal teaching was implemented in remedial reading classes within the

reading program of a high school to promote test scores and reading abilities (Weedman

& Weedman, 2001). The model for the implementation was Alfassi's (1998) experiment.

After two years of implementation, results confirmed Alfassi's findings that reciprocal

teaching can be used successfully in high-school settings to increase comprehension, as

evidenced by improved reading scores on standardized test (Weedman & Weedman,

2001).

Adaptations of Reciprocal Teaching

Several sources highlighted the efficacy of using reciprocal teaching with

adaptations. Routman (2000) suggested using a bookmark to remind students to use all

four strategies and discussed using reciprocal teaching to introduce new pieces of

literature or content-area reading.

Studies conducted of teachers previously trained in reciprocal teaching showed

reciprocal teaching being used in a manner similar to the way described in Palincsar and

Brown's (1984) study (Marks, Pressley, Coley, Craig, Gardner, Depinto, & Rose, 1993).

However, these teachers were using certain adaptations to enhance students' learning.

These adaptations included using question frames to overcome literal questioning and a

modification of the student leader role to increase participation. These adaptations

proved successful and worthy of future study.

In addition to the minor adaptations made to the reciprocal teaching strategy,

Spiak (1999) contributed by changing the original technique used by Palincsar and
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Brown (1984) by having students read in pairs versus small groups of three or four.

Spiak (1999) also had students write down discussion responses made during reciprocal

teaching sessions. Furthermore, Spiak (1999) had freshman students in science classes

use an adaptation called paragraph patterns, in which they had to read the material, find

main ideas, and develop questions related to the main ideas.

Results of this study showed that reciprocal teaching increased participation,

decreased anxiety for reading aloud, and increased ability to read science books.

Furthermore, results showed increases in reading comprehension for those students who

were asked to write the discussion responses (Spiak, 1999).

Finally, reciprocal teaching was paired with a procedure for recognizing and using

expository text structure to increase overall reading comprehension among students with

learning disabilities ranging from fourth through sixth grades. The study, conducted by

Englert and Manage (1991) focused students' attention on expository text structure in a

small group using reciprocal teaching methods of discussing strategies and transferring

the strategies from teachers to students (Englert & Manage, 1991). According to Eng lert

and Manage (1991), the intervention was successful in improving students' ability to

recall textual ideas, a skill highly associated with successful comprehension performance

(Meyer et al., 1980; Spivey, 1984). An important finding from this study was the

positive correlation of the effectiveness of the strategy with the transfer of control of the

problem-solving process from the teacher to the students (Englert & Manage, 1991).

Implications for Future Studies

The implications for future research in the area of reciprocal teaching are

widespread. First, more research is needed in the area of scaffolded instruction,
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particularly for helping teachers who make an issue of letting go of some of the control of

the classroom procedures or instruction. More studies should be conducted on teachers'

awareness of metacognitive strategy instruction and its implications for enhancing

students' independent comprehension.

Second, more scaffolded approaches are needed, especially for learning disabled

students in inclusive classes and English as second language learners. That special need

students can benefit from comprehension-strategy instruction has worthwhile

implications for planning instruction and curriculum. Research showed that these

students were able to comprehend complicated material with the help of peers, thus

freeing up the teacher for other concerns. Likewise, the design of reciprocal teaching

procedure enhances the comfort level, thereby increasing learning opportunities for

students of all ability levels Kettmann-Klingner & Vaughn, 1996).

In addition to these implications, reciprocal teaching strategy has much room for

possible improvement with adaptations such as story-grammar elements (Lysynchuk,

Pressley & Vye, 1990) or alternative questioning procedures. Improvements could also

be made in the ways that children are grouped while doing reciprocal teaching.

Finally, very little research exists in the area of using reciprocal teaching for

younger studentsthird grade or below, or for adult high school students. Adaptations to

reciprocal teaching strategy could prove effective in increasing comprehension for

younger students. Reciprocal teaching strategy, or an adaptation of its use, could prove

particularly effective for adult high school students, who typically require a flexible

program for successful learning.
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Summary

This literature review has emphasized the need for teachers to incorporate the use

of metacognitive strategies to improve students' comprehension and study skills.

Examples of the implications for general and specific use of metacognitive strategies, as

well as the effectiveness of particular strategies, were discussed at length. In addition,

guidelines for explicit instruction were provided, along with the rationale behind using

those guidelines.

The effects of using metacognitive strategies can be seen in beginning readers,

middle school, and high school students. They are an effective way to improve

comprehension and enhance study skills, particularly for poor readers. Due to the

increased demands placed on students to independently comprehend textbook and other

written material, metacognitive strategies should be explicitly taught. Reciprocal

teaching method, a specific strategy for fostering independent use of strategies in student-

centered classrooms, was reviewed to explain its efficacy and possible implications as a

metacognitive strategy booster for a variety of learners.

In order for students to become independent learners, they must be aware of what

they do and do not comprehend, and they must be able to know what to do when failure

occurs. Teachers cannot assume that students will be able to adequately remedy this

problem on their own. According to Guthrie (1983), research shows that students can

effectively remediate reading deficiencies when they become aware of their own learning

processes; they are able to consciously act to utilize these processes. Teaching students

how to monitor their own comprehension by explicit instruction in metacognitive

strategies is an effective solution to the problem of improving reading comprehension.
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Problem

It has been established that metacognitive strategies can be taught to help struggling

readers increase comprehension and become more independent learners. That there is a

need to teach metacognitive strategies has also been proven; reciprocal teaching has been

shown to be an effective way of explicitly teaching metacognitive strategies. Teaching

reciprocal teaching strategies improves the quality of reading-based classroom

discussions by giving students control over their own thinking processes, thereby helping

others to comprehend and gain perspective as they "think aloud" in a group.

Most of the literature on reciprocal teaching strategy centered on the efficacy of using

the strategy as a means of increasing elementary, middle, or high-school-aged students'

comprehension. There appears to be a lack of studies involving students enrolled in adult

high school programs.

In addition, the existing literature focused on how well students performed on reading

comprehension tests after using reciprocal teaching strategy. Information regarding

students' preferences for using reciprocal teaching strategy was not found. Therefore,

there was a need for a descriptive, qualitative study delineating adult students' attitudes

about reciprocal teaching method as a means of increasing independent comprehension

and promoting better group discussions based on reading material.

Rationale

The goal of reading teachers is to promote independence in struggling readers. The

purpose of this study was to determine whether or not reciprocal teaching method was an

effective procedure for promoting independent comprehension for adults enrolled in high

school English classes. These students most often lack the reading skills necessary for
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adequate comprehension. If methodically implemented, could reciprocal teaching help

adult learners to become better comprehenders?

Reading instruction at the adult level typically consists of having students read the

required materials and answer questions that follow. Most adult school students have

had difficulty in a traditional classroom environment; they may have been unsuccessful in

a classroom setting in which the questions are predetermined and the teacher has control

over their learning. Could reciprocal teaching strategy instruction enable these students to

become more independent and successful learners? Could it help adult students improve

the quality of discussion about reading materials?

A final goal of the study was to ascertain if students would embrace reciprocal

teaching procedure without prompting. Would adult students prefer reciprocal teaching

strategy to the traditional method of teaching reading, and would they independently

apply it while reading other materials?

Method

Participants

One set of participants, divided into three groups containing four to six students

each, was involved in the study for a period of five weeks. These students, enrolled in an

adult high school English II class in a suburban, lower socio-economic area, met once a

week for an hour and a half of instruction in reading and writing. The students ranged in

age from sixteen to fifty. They had been assigned to work in small groups several times

prior to this study.
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Materials

Students read non-fiction, autobiographical selections from the required literature

anthology, in addition to theme-related selections of short fiction and poetry. These

materials were written on or below eighth grade levels, but were suitable for adults in

content.

Procedure

Students were taught reading in the traditional manner for two sessions prior to

the study. The conversations and questions were teacher controlled; students were asked

to complete several written assignments by answering questions following the selection

from the text. During the first week of the study, reciprocal teaching was introduced as a

comprehension strategy in a teacher-made PowerPoint slide show in which the four

strategiespredict, clarify, question, and summarize were defined.

After the introduction, the reciprocal teaching method was modeled by the teacher

as she made predictions, asked questions, clarified confusing ideas and words

(vocabulary), and summarized a text read in class. Students were encouraged to ask their

own questions and clarify any ideas they may have found interesting or confusing. Next,

students were given a written example of the reciprocal teaching strategies modeled by

the teacher to be used as a guide for completing a homework assignment.

The assignment was based on another selection from the text. Students were

asked to make a prediction based on a pre-writing assignment; they were asked to record

at least one question, make any vocabulary or idea clarifications, and to write a short

summary of the piece.
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At the next meeting, week two of the study, their written work was shared in

small groups and then collected. Groups met and took turns discussing their predictions,

clarifications, questions, and summaries. After this practice session, they were given a

poem related by theme and asked to complete a reciprocal teaching written assignment;

again, their predictions were based on a pre-writing assignment and the title. Each of the

three small groups elected a leader to initiate discussion and took turns leading the group

in conversations about the poem. At the end of the session, students were given a poem

to read and asked to complete another written reciprocal teaching assignment.

During the third week of the study, students met in small groups to discuss a

poem. Again, they took turns asking each other questions, summarizing the poem's

meaning, and making clarifications about the meaning of ideas and words presented in

the poem. Next, students read a short story related to the poem by theme. They

completed a written assignment using reciprocal teaching and discussed the story in small

groups.

The theme "pride in work" replaced the former theme of "family values" during

the fourth week of the study. Students were asked to meet in groups to share responses to

questions about two selections found in the textbook. These questions appeared at the

end of the unit; therefore, this assignment was considered the traditional way of reading

and responding to text. After discussing the selections, students were asked to write a

short response to a focus question related to a poem that would be introduced; they were

asked to make a prediction about the poem based on the question and to continue

discussing it. After reading the poem, students elaborated on the accuracy of their

predictions and participated in small group discussions in which they analyzed the poem.
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During week five of the study, students were given copies of a magazine article

related to the current theme and asked to read it and "take notes" for group discussions.

The teacher did not give explicit instructions about the notes in order to gauge students'

independent use of strategies. After this final reciprocal teaching session, students were

asked to complete a survey asking them to elaborate on the impact of using reciprocal

teaching method.

Data Analysis

Three sets of data were analyzed. First, written homework assignments, in which

students had to use reciprocal teaching method, were collected and analyzed. Next,

anecdotal records were taken during group discussions in which students took turns

leading discussions. Finally, survey results were assessed. Students were asked to

respond to five open-ended questions about reciprocal teaching. They had to have

participated in at least three of the five sessions in order to complete a survey.

Results

Written Work

Results of written assignments for weeks one and two of the study are as follows.

Students asked quality, interesting questions which reflected their personal experiences as

they related to the selections. Writing summaries seemed to be the most difficult part

during these weeks because students seemed to have difficulty rewording the material.

Likewise, the students' predictions were not impressive, but fairly on topic. Clarifications

needed more explanations. Students focused on main ideas, but their clarifications lacked

details or reflected inadequate comprehension of the material. Personal experiences
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really shaped the students' outlooks about the literature, causing them to interpret it very

differently from each other.

Students' written summaries improved during week three, as they were better

prepared to voice their individual opinions. They seemed to have less difficulty finding

the words they needed to retell the selections. During week four, students completed a

traditional written assignment using materials from the assigned anthology. Their written

work showed that some students had begun to embrace the reciprocal teaching method in

that a third of them wrote summaries, combining the information from the assigned

questions, instead of simply answering the questions. They were prepared to put the

answers into their own words for the upcoming group discussion. While a third of the

students combined the questions into a summary, others voiced their opinions prompted

by the questions; the other third simply answered the questions in the traditional manner.

During week five, the final week of the study, students were asked to read an

article and take notes for group discussion. Half of them wrote summaries only, and the

other half included their predictions, questions, and clarifications along with their

summaries. All students involved were ready for group discussion of the article.

Group Discussions

Groups began discussions by summarizing the meaning of the selections first

during the weeks one and two of the study. They returned to the text many times to site

and support opinions; very personal responses took place. Each group had completely

different discussionsmaking it personal or reflecting on their values. Some students

with strong personalities assumed leadership roles in each group; all students participated

in lively discussions. The questions asked by the group members were thought
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provoking, rather than detail-oriented; summaries reflected personal experiences, making

the reading a social activity.

By the third week, clarifications and summaries were improving. The students

were participating and controlling the group conversations; they were not waiting for the

teacher to initiate discussion. Clarifications helped other group members to comprehend

the written materials. Mostly, students in the groups asked questions of each other and

this sparked discussion, further clarifications and more questions. During week four,

students were asked to complete a traditional homework assignment first and discuss it in

the groups. In two of the three groups, the students began reciprocal teaching

discussions, even though they were supposed to discuss responses to questions from the

book. Again, they asked questions with different slants based on their personal

experiences. The discussion format became a reciprocal teaching discussion also in

groups whose members completed the assignment by just answering the given questions

from the text.

After discussing the selections from the text, students met to discuss a poem

related by theme. They had disagreements about the theme and made clarifications,

mostly about given words from the poem; the clarifications helped others to see the point

of the poem and how it fit in with the theme. Students began by summarizing their

opinions of what the poem meant, then clarifications ensued, followed by questions, and

more clarifications and more summaries. Students used the reciprocal teaching method

unprompted after the predictions were made; the teacher did not remind them to use it.

During the final week of the study, students read summaries in groups about an

article. Some questions came from the summaries and several students automatically
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enlisted the help of others to clarify word meanings. Predictions were few since a pre-

writing question did not precipitate the assignment; however, students' retelling of the

article reflected its title, showing they had made an internal prediction about its meaning.

Survey Results

Ten students completed surveys (four males, six females). One female is an

English-language learner. Students responded to five open-ended questions; the results

are as follows. Fifty percent of students surveyed said using the reciprocal teaching

method did not improve their reading; forty percent said it did improve their reading

comprehension, as well as their writing skills. Several students enjoyed the challenge of

thinking and evaluating the text prior to discussions; several students believed they were

better able to express themselves because of the reciprocal teaching sessions. Some

students indicated that it made them better readers by learning other people's

perspectives, and that the supportive environment helped them to better understand ideas

and vocabulary words within texts.

Responses for which aspects students found the easiest or hardest were mixed

thirty percent of students surveyed claimed that all of the tasks were easy, twenty percent

expressed that summarizing was easiest, and twenty percent declared that questioning

was the easiest. Answers to which aspects were the most difficult were more spread

outten percent of students found the following areas to be the hardest: talking,

distractions, predictions, clarifying, and questioning.

Ninety percent of students surveyed believed that the reciprocal teaching method

impacted on the quality of discussion experienced in the group because it helped people

to share ideas and communicate their unique perspectives about the texts.
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When asked whether they would prefer to use the reciprocal teaching method

instead of the traditional method, ninety percent of the students explained that they would

rather use it because it is motivational, helps them to prepare for tests, makes them think,

and helps them to understand the text better through group responses. In addition, forty

percent of surveyed students stated they would use reciprocal teaching strategy when

reading independently; one student said she had already used it while reading other

materials. Thirty percent of students surveyed claimed they would not use it

independently; one student whose first language is not English said she would prefer not

to do reciprocal teaching again because she missed the support of the teacher and found

the group discussions distracting and hard to understand.

Finally, students were asked whether the teacher should continue to use the

reciprocal teaching strategy for the remainder of the course and with new students in

future courses. The results are as follows: ninety percent said to continue using the

method in the present course, as well as in the future. Students elaborated on the reasons

to continue using reciprocal teaching methodit helped with writing and thinking skills,

built confidence in students' thinking abilities, motivated students to complete homework

assignments, helped them to be better, more careful readers, and was an easy and fun way

to learn.

Discussion

One purpose of this study was to determine if reciprocal teaching method could

help adult high school students to become more independent learners. Using the

reciprocal teaching method gave students a tool they could use independently to organize

their ideas; it provided students with the opportunity to think about their own
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understanding of a piece of literature and how they could present their viewpoints to the

others in the group. Asking serious, thought-provoking questions from other group

members gave students the chance to express what they found interesting or important

about the literature. The study yielded positive results in this respect; students not only

became more independent learners, but also became more accountable for the written

assignments because they wanted to be prepared for sharing their ideas with other

members of the group. By the last session, students had become better able to write and

share their summaries of the text, rather than waiting for a teacher-led explanation and

discussion.

Another purpose was to ascertain if reciprocal teaching could help improve the

quality of discussions within an adult high school English class. Based on observations

of group discussions and survey comments, students developed better communication

skills through the use of reciprocal teaching. They were better able to express their ideas

in the small groups versus a whole class, had focused quality discussions in which they

went back to the text to support their opinions, and became motivated to meet with others

to share their beliefs and personal experiences as they related to the text. The group

discussions seemed to benefit students with outgoing personalities as well as shy students

who found a comfortable environment for self-expression.

The final purpose of this study was to find out if students enrolled in this class

would embrace reciprocal teaching as a metacognitive strategy to help improve and

monitor their comprehension while reading. Students seemed to adopt the reciprocal

teaching style, even when not asked to complete an assignment in this way. They

automatically wrote summaries, asked questions, clarified information, and retold the
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themes of the selections without prompting. Several students related improvements in

their reading abilities to the reciprocal teaching method; good readers seemed to benefit

by being able to reinforce their comprehension through group discussionsit helped to

verify their understandings, while less skilled readers benefited from the support offered

by others during group discussions.

That ninety percent of students surveyed preferred reciprocal teaching method to

the traditional style of learning in this adult high school class, revealed its positive

influence on and future implications for further study with adult students. Future studies

on reciprocal teaching should focus on ways to help ESL adult learners become more

successful, independent readers; ESL learners need extra support and possibly more

direct, teacher-led instruction. Further implications for future studies should also include

a study period longer than five weeks, or classes which meet for more than once per

week. An extended follow up of students studied would allow researchers to track their

independent use of reciprocal teaching strategy, as well as revealing improvements in

reading comprehension.

Very little, if any, research exists on ways to motivate and improve adult high

school students' reading abilities. This study has offered a possible solution to the

problem of encouraging students to take control of their own learning and to guide their

efforts in a strategic direction while reading. Adult high school students typically require

alternative methods of instruction in order to succeed in school due to past failures in a

traditional classroom setting. Using reciprocal teaching method may offer these students

an effective alternative to a strictly teacher-controlled approach to learning.
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Limitations of this study included typical problems associated with adult high

school learners. First, students had inconsistent attendance and time constraints, such as

other courses overlapping with this course. Therefore, the continuity of the reciprocal

teaching lessons was altered. Second, the study was conducted in a class with small

enrollment (less than fifteen students); a larger population may have yielded more

conclusive results. Finally, the short duration of the study and the limited time for

reciprocal teaching sessions may have limited the ability of the students to embrace the

reciprocal teaching method. In addition, the short duration of the study did not allow the

researcher to test possible reading comprehension improvements made by students.
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Appendix A

Reciprocal Teaching Survey

Please respond to the following questions expressing your honest opinion. Be specific.
You must have participated in at least three reciprocal teaching discussions in order to
complete the survey.

1. What have you learned from using Reciprocal Teaching method? Has it helped
you to be a better reader? In what ways?

2. Which aspect of reciprocal teaching did you find the easiest? Which did you find
the hardest? Explain.

3. Did using the reciprocal teaching method impact on the quality of discussion
experienced in the group? Please explain.

4. Would you prefer to use the reciprocal teaching method instead of the traditional
method of reading and answering questions at the end of each selection? Why or
why not? Would you use reciprocal teaching method while you are reading
independently?

5. Do you think that I should continue to use reciprocal teaching method for the
remainder of this class? Should I use it with students the next time I teach
English II? Give reasons to support your opinion.
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Appendix B

Materials
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Niemet, C. & Fox, K. (Eds.). (1991). Contemporary's Whole Language Series:
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